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 DEFINITION AND MYTHS



DEFINITIONS

PRE WHO: 
Burnout is a state of emotional, physical, and mental
exhaustion caused by excessive and prolonged stress. It
occurs when you feel overwhelmed, emotionally
drained, and unable to meet constant demands.

WHO:
Feelings of energy depletion or exhaustion; Increased
mental distance from one's job, or feelings of
negativism or cynicism related to one's job; and.
Reduced professional efficacy".



MYTHS ABOUT BURNOUT

• IT’S YOUR FAULT
Journaling prompt- If I am burnt out it is not my fault
because…

• YOU NEED “MORE RESILIENCE”
Journaling prompt- I do not “need more resilience”. I
am very resilient. This shows up in how I overcame….



• IT “COMES WITH THE TERRITORY”
Journaling prompt- Burnout is not normal. Therefore I
will seek solutions by…

• YOU SHOULD NOT COMPLAIN BECAUSE YOU MAKE A
GOOD WAGE

Journaling prompt- I am worthy of being paid for what
I do and I have a right to have...



• ONCE YOU SUFFER WITH BURNOUT, YOU HAVE TO LEAVE
MEDICINE.

Journaling prompt- I do not have to leave medicine, I
will defeat/prevent burnout by…

• BURNOUT CAN BE SOLVED BY WORKING HARDER.
I am working as hard as I am able to, and this is not
helping. What I need to do is…
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SOURCES OF BURNOUT



SOURCES OF BURNOUT

Work: Unreasonable Workload. Not feeling appreciated.
Toxic environment. Compassion fatigue. Skepticism. No

support staff.

Home: Workload. No support. Times of life. (Small baby
technically not burnout b/c not chronic)

Community/Volunteer: Saying yes to everything and
“feeling guilty” about not being able to do more

Business: During intense business growth. Wearing many
hats. No staff. 



MAKE A LIST OF SOURCES OF BURNOUT OR
POTENTIAL BURNOUT
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CREATE A NEW IDENTITY



CREATE A NEW IDENTITY
How you see yourself is everything.

Savior with a superman complex:
No matter what has to save everyone even if he has to
run through Kryptonite to do it. X
NO: Saving the lives of others should not cost your own

Employee:
I do as I am told without question.X
NO: You are a doctor, you can make use of whatever
negotiating power that you have. Remember there is a
physician shortage.



Fixer: 
My self worth lies in fixing everything and everyone.X 
NO: Not everything is yours to fix. 

Victim: 
There is nothing I can do about this. X
NO: You are a doctor. You have options!



Martyr:
My self-worth lies in suffering for others. X
NO: Being sacrificial is NOT noble. 

CEO of your own life:
I decide what I want in my own life. I decide how long I
will put up with a thing. I implement strategies to
improve myself and everything around me improves.

Embody the most empowering identity that you can.
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 ALLIES
AND SUPPORT SYSTEMS



 ALLIES AND SUPPORT SYSTEMS

Who will you lean on for support?
Make a list of reliable, trusted people that you
can talk to about what you are going through
and how you plan to pivot to a burnout free
life. 

When you are going through challenging times
is not the time to find out that your life is
filled with fair weather friends or hangers on?



R.A.T I

RAT I stands for Relationship Assessment Tool I.
This tool is divided into two parts: Quality Of
Relationships and Types Of Relationships.

QUALITY OF RELATIONSHIPS

• GRADE A: Also defined as REFRESHERS by John
Maxwell, these people inspire your dreams and
energize your talents. 

        Make a list of your “refreshers”



• GRADE B: Also defined as REFINERS by John Maxwell,
these people sharpen your ideas and clarify your vision.

Make a list of your refiners

• GRADE C: Also defined as REFLECTORS by John
Maxwell, these people mirror your energy, neither
adding nor subtracting from it.

Make a list of your reflectors



• GRADE D: Also defined as REDUCERS by John Maxwell,
these people try to reduce your vision and efforts to
their comfort zone.

    Make a list of your reducers

• GRADE E: Also defined as REJECTORS by John Maxwell,
these people deny your talents, hinder your efforts,
and impede your vision. 

          Make a list of your rejectors



TYPE OF RELATIONSHIPS

Mentors: 
1. You look up to them for advice on general or specific
things.
2. You have a relationship with them.
3. They are ahead of you in terms of where you want to
go.
4. You can have different mentors for different things.

Protégées:
1. They look up to you for advice.
2. You have a relationship with them.
3. You are ahead of them in terms of what they want to
achieve.
4. You can have different protégées for different things.



Business Partners/Colleagues:
1. Relationship revolves around work or business.
2. No matter how friendly, should not be misconstrued
for friendship.
3. Typically fairly formal.
4. Typically separate from personal life (unless they
were a friend already).

Acquaintances:
1. Usually outside your friend circle.
2. Can belong to other groups/types of relationships. 
3. Less “depth” than friendship.
4. You may not know them as well as friends

Friendship: 
1. Mutual high level of investment in the relationship.
2. Mutual high level of honesty.
3. Support through trials
4. Acceptance of flaws without being blind to them



R.A.T II
The R.A.T II is the Relationship Assignment Tool; called

R.A.T II to distinguish it from R.A.T I

Step 1.
Look at your top 10 closest relationships (or more)

Step 2. 
Assess each relationship according to grades from A-E



Step 3.
Distance yourself emotionally, and energetically  from

people in the D and E grades. How will you do this?

Step 4.
Asses all relationships that fall into A-C grades by the

second part of the tool (RAT I)



Step 5
Of the people left, who can you rely on for support, and

what type of support: emotional, financial, physical,
mental, etc. 

Step 6.
Invest in your relationships accordingly. How will you do

this.



Finally, if not everyone falls into a category, it is ok.
Some things are not as easy to categorize.

WHO WILL YOU HIRE?

Make list of at least  3 persons that you can hire to
“Take a load off”
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NEW OPTIONS, NEW LIFE



What are you passionate about outside of medicine?

What are you passionate about that you are good at?

NEW OPTIONS, NEW LIFE

William Osler said- “The young doctor should look about
for an avocation that takes him {her} away from patients,

pills, and potions.”



What are you passionate about, that you are good at,
that you can make money doing?

You have just started the process of finding the keys to
your calling!



FINAL THOUGHTS

Burnout is a legitimate condition of chronic stress
characterized by emotional exhaustion, depersonalization
(compassion fatigue, and cynicism); and a lack of sense
of personal accomplishment. 
If you are in, or headed to, that dark dreaded place called
burnout, here is what you can do to start. 

1. Realize that it is not your fault: years of indoctrination
has made us believe that we have to shed bits of our
humanity to be good doctors. It leads to the belief that If
we are not stoic and on emotional, it means that we are
weak. Nothing could be farther from the truth. 

2. Refuse to live a life of guilt: when we feel that burnout
is our fault, we feel guilty for not being “more resilient“.
This guilt leads to a form of self-silencing, and pretense
that everything isok, even when we are mentally frazzled
almost to the point of hopelessness. Do not feel guilty if
your mental state is not what you want it to be.



3. Seek help and support: A lot of times, as doctors
even in our families, we are loath to admit that
everything is not the paradise that our family members
think we live in. If you are burnt out or teetering on the
edge of burn out, it is time to involve your trusted
family members and friends and let them know what
you are going through.

4. Prioritize your health: this includes your mental
health, physical health, emotional health, and spiritual
health. Get your health check ups, eat right, exercise
regularly, and talk to your life coach and/or therapist.
Doctors are patients too! 



5. Dialogue: Now more than ever, there is an
awareness that this is an epidemic of chronic
proportions. If you are in employed physician, start to
open up discussions with your employers, bosses,
managers, and whoever is in your chain of command.
Research has shown, that burnout is contributed to by
organizational factors, as well as personal factors.
Make a note of the organizational factors, prepare
yourself, and make a case for yourself with various
suggestions that will benefit you, the patient, and the
organization. This is the tricky part, as not all
organizations welcome suggestions by physicians.



6. Prioritize the well-being of your self and your
patient, over a desire not to be seen to rock the boat.
This means that in cases where there is an impasse or
stalemate, you may need to make a decision to change
jobs, for the sake of your overall life well-being. 

7. Seek an outlet that has nothing to do with medicine:
One of the fathers of medicine, William Osler said- “The
young doctor should look about for an avocation that
takes him {her} away from patients, pills, and potions.” 

Burnout is real, but you do not have to suffer with it. 

If you would like to work closely with me to defeat
burnout and create other options for your life, or if you
would like to have me give this talk to your physician's

group, please contact me:

info@sholaezeokoli.com

facebook.com/shola.shade

IG: @balancewithdrshola




